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JEAN PAUL GAULTIER FOR OVS 
 

 
OVS meets the irreverent, fun and audacious creativity of Jean Paul Gaultier 
to launch an eveningwear capsule collection for both women and men.  
 
The collection offers a contemporary and unconventional take on 
eveningwear, influenced by urban and streetwear trends. Clothes are 
designed to be easily mixed and matched to fit every personality.  
 
Jean Paul Gaultier upscale fashion combined with OVS affordable range is 
offering a rich creative collection, making sophisticated eveningwear easy to 
wear.  
 
«My collaboration with OVS is a playful collection for the year’s end 
celebration. I wanted something fun and at the same time dressed up, that is 
why we developed  a print with the deck of cards and used  so many 
asymmetrical cuts.” 
 
Sensual, hyper feminine details are mixed to masculine codes in the women’s 
range. A trench is cut short on the front to become a sexy, chic evening gown, 
while a sartorial suit reveals organza inserts. Sequined decorations in a black 
and white checked motif appear on a boyish oversized bomber jacket in the 
collection’s iconic game card print. Jean Paul Gaultier’s signature Breton 
stripes pepper Lurex fitted sweaters, while T-shirts feature the designer’ 
signature tattoo-inspired motifs.  
 
The iconic themes of the women’s range, such as Japanese-inspired tattoos  
and Breton stripes, return in the men’s lineup. The game card print gives a 
bold attitude to a T-shirt and washed denim pants. Referring the French 
designer’s most iconic collections, Eighties’-inspired sartorial suits feature 
coated details, while denim pieces are flocked. Jean Paul Gaultier also mixed 
and matched block colors with graphic patterns, and revamped its iconic suit 
jacket with oversized cuts under the arms. Stretch cotton boxer briefs 
featuring emblematic prints give to classic underwear a cool take.  
 
The Jean Paul Gaultier for OVS collection is completed by iconic accessories, 
which includes two-tone pumps, masculine flat shoes with elastic straps, a 
damier intarsia leather clutch flat bag with detachable chain and a silk scarf 
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for women. The men’s lineup features a leather belt with metallic buckle, a tie 
and a scarf, both worked in a damier pattern, as well as a high-top sneaker 
style with an elastic strap.  
 
 
The Jean Paul Gaultier capsule collection for OVS will be available online on 
ovs.it from November 18th and in a selection of stores from November 19th.   
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